
 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion  

                    Of summaries 
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                         Universe View   

 

   Future societies  
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To Humanity 

                      as One cell of 

                                           this one humanity. 
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Preface 

 

 

 

Every child and all natural creatures are  

                             constructed  

                                     by  

Natural  scientific Essence ( WVLMSFTA etc.) and 

                      Functions by NS Properties 

                                     But   

                 socialization of the child is by  

                  ( Based on irrelevant) Man made  

       Non NS essence ( WVLMSFTA etc. and 

       Non NS Functions ( TTAL etc.) or 

            Thinking, talking, acting, living etc..   

 

         (((((((((()))))))))))))))(((((((((((()))))))))))))) 

 

 

 

 



 

      I.   Emphasizing point  
  
 Nothing is analyzed in this book ideologically, 

Everything is analyzed for  being  

     Natural scientific ( NS ) or man made. 

(((((((((()))))))))))))))(((((((((((()))))))))))))) 

 

 

 

II.. Intellectual relativity 

 

of everybody and the whole humanity together. 

This means that, because of this " relativity" 

what is said by people can be up to 100 % wrong, 

thereby, the views presented here can be up to 

100% wrong as well. 

                   ------------------------- 

                 Thereby  

Relativity of human being 

Not only , is a certain point, it is even a point 

which  falsifies                   

              uncertainty principle in quantum physics etc. 

  in addition 

it is even an absolute point which falsifies  

               view of  

 “ deniers of existence of any absolute “ because 

Human being is certainly and absolutely  

          both intellectually and physically relative 



thereby again  this absolute relativity of human 

being is  

                           a paradox which 

falsifies uncertainty principle of the quantum  

                  theory and 

Proves existence of the  “ absolute” which  

             uncertainty principle, rejects.  

  ------------------------------- 

Why despite  possibility of being up to 100 % 

wrong views are presented here ?  

                      because 

More than , 60 years as a freelance researcher I 

have searched in these points and so long they are 

not Natural scientifically falsified 

They will be presented and defended. 

 

 

(((((((((()))))))))))))))(((((((((((()))))))))))))) 

   
 

III..                   Starting point 

 

In the same way that,  

the whole natural universe including human being 

has been created, without any human help or any 

man made innovation  

In the same way, can  

    The whole universe be studied “ natural scientific” 

    without any man made laws, values, mathematic, 

    technologies, aims etc. thereby 

So long studies  are not without any human innovated 

     intellectual and physical means are not creation 



     aimed natural scientific studies. 

 

(((((((((()))))))))))))))(((((((((((()))))))))))))) 

 

IV. Existential cause of the Matter 
.    MFP is existential cause of the matter 

MFP Or Matter feeling property 

By which humanity feels, thoughts 

With physical body Like 

Thoughts of atom, cell, human brain etc. 

In their physical forms like physical atom, 

Physical cell, physical brain and universe. 

In the same way that , 

     By seeing property, can we see, 

      By thinking property, can we think etc. 

In the same way 

     By MFP or matter feeling property can 

          We feel, thoughts in their physical forms. 

So long this function happens “ naturally “ 

 Without human decision. 

But in future natural scientific societies, humanity will be 



able to use it herself and himself. 

  

 

(((((((((()))))))))))))))(((((((((((()))))))))))))) 

  

 

 
V.        The Nothing point – Something point  

                     in the creation 

 

A.  The Nothing point 

In this study, this is the point when 

there were not any existing creatures in the universe, 

B.  The Something - point, 

Based on this point that 

the existing universe, in the nothing point of 

creation, was not existing, but 

now it is existing, this means 

its existence proves that, 

 

 

Before the physical creation of the universe there has 

been 

An Existing Non – Physical and 

Not-Created "Being" 

Who has created all natural creatures. 

This "Being" as the Creator, 

is the leader who leads the whole uni-

verse, 
( except the activities of Humans and other creatures 



with a thinking brain and properties like 

awareness, deciding etc.). 

This exception is, because of the aim of human crea-

tion 

which in this study is 

women’s and men’s development towards 

relative all knowerness and thereby 

having, the relative best possible life, 

not only on the earth, but also in the whole 

universe,    beyond the earth. 

The view for human intellectual development is based 

on, 

For avoiding diseases and different problems, 

First of all, 

 1.  should everybody know, her and his body natural     

scientifically 

 2.  should know, nature natural scientifically, 

development of these sciences is towards 

“ relative all knowerness of  every healthy individual. 

.         

 ((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 

 

  

 

VI.  MEP in this study 

         MEP = Main Essence  and Property = Creator 

 (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

For making the MEP  easier  for understanding, study 

begins with human innovations in which 



A. Essence 

Every human innovation, has different constructional  

non physical intellectual dimensions. Among others 

( WVLMSFTA) etc. or will, value law, mathematics, 

structure, function, technology, aim etc.  by which 

innovated thing is constructed and 

B. Properties  

           or intellectual application thoughts by which  

           different  innovated things have their different 

           functions. 

C. Innovation Essence and properties 

 These Essence and property  by which , 

Innovated things are innovated and have different 

functions , are not 

intellectual essence and properties, in innovator’s brain 

Which are the main essence and properties, 

They are a copy of the innovator’s thoughts in 

essence  and properties of – innovated things. 



Because after innovation, essence and properties in the 

brain of the innovator, has not disappeared, they remain 

in the  brain of the innovator as the main form. 

D. Creation’s Essence and properties in which 

/ Every natural being has its, her, his own  intellectual 

Constructional thoughts as Essence and 

Functional thoughts as properties. 

These natural beings essences and properties 

              are a copy of  the MEP who is  

        the Main Essence and property. 

There are endless essences and properties in the universe 

but , related to the Main essence and property, they have 

been mentioned in singular form because there is only 

one MEP in the whole endless universe 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 ((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 

 

VII.    Position of the Energy and matter in the 



                      universe activities 

 

           E = mc2 

This point is taken here, in relation to those who 

directly or indirectly, take the energy, mass, matter 

as DCDer or Decider, Creator, Developer. 

No one of E, M, C , 2 including their “ = “ 

Neither is, 

Nor has, 

/ any thinking property, 

/ any understanding property, 

/ any awareness property, 

/ any decision making property 

/ any acting property etc. 

any properties which are needed for or being an acting 

individual thereby, 

no one of E, M, C, 2, including their  “ = “ 

with whatsoever definition, 

not only is not and all together, 

are not, any DCDer in the function of the universe, 

even, they are not aware of their existence. 

Based on this point that, 

the universe is existing and functioning but both 

/ the universe in its general form and 

/ E,M,C,2, in its energy producing formula, 

are not aware of their existence, 

There must be a DCDer behind the functioning universe, 

a DCDer, who is 

the MEP, the Main Essence and Property of the universe. 

 

 ((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 
  



    VIII.  Non material Thought  – Matter  

Some examples for developing the point  

This study tacks human “ Mind” as an example for 

developing 

Matter and non matter. In which, 

 Neither mind  

 Nor its contents are physical, 

 Both of them are non physical.  

1.     Physical universe  

               related to the Mind : examples 

A. Physical body of parents 

B. Physical body of a Mobile 

C. Physical body of an airplane  

       2.  Human brain 

          A. Physical part of the Brain which  

               Can be seen, touched physically. 

         B. Brain’s non physical properties or  

             applications 



  By which physical impulses reached to brain 

  Coverts to non physical thoughts or concepts 

  For ex.  

Impulse from parents, mobile, airplane etc.     

converts to 

                      Non physical concept of the parents, 

        Mobile, airplane etc. and 

 Saves in non physical Mind. 

     What is existing in the mind 

Neither are physical brain 

Nor physical parents, physical mobile, 

Physical airplane etc. 

Both mind itself and its contents are 

    Non physical thoughts or concepts etc.,  

3.  the Mind      

             Is like an biological USB, in which are all 

              non physical information collected. 

        4.     Non physical – physical togetherness 



                 One of very strange but very butiful functions 

      In the universe is togetherness and cooperation of the  

 Matter and non matter ,  

 Like cooperation between  

   Non physical Mind and physical brain or 

Mind with physical body and 

 Physical universe. 

Small summary: Non matter – Matter 

Mind and its contents, are 

         Neither , physical brain 

          Nor  

             physical beings like parents, mobile, airplane. 

Two different universes : 

a. Physical parts belonging to the physical universe 

Like physical brain,  etc. and  

b. Non physical thought, like human mind and its 

contents  belonging  to the 

                                    Non physical universe. 



 in this way very easy can we touch  

             difference between non matter and matter .  

            ((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 
 

 

IX.          Universe View and future societies 

 

               The MEP’S (the Creator’s)or 

The Main Essence and Property’s 

                          Natural Scientific   

A.    “Guiding” Leadership 

  

           Not  “Deciding “ Leadership for beings,    

     with   thinking, awareness etc. properties 

 

B. Deterministic leadership for beings 

Without thinking, awareness etc.          

properties 

  

                     In The MFPPS Or 

The “Matter Feeling Property “  

Physics and Societies 

 ((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))  

 

  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Part One 

  
Chapter one : Leadership 

 

Chapter two: Personality 

 

 (((((((((())))))))))((((((((((()))))))))) 

 

Chapter one:  

I.  Leadership 

 

 Three different Leaderships 

 



                1. A      Man-made Leaderships 

                             Among others democratic leadership 

                1. B       Religious Leaderships 

                1. C      Natural Scientific Leadership 

 

                (((((((((())))))))))((((((((((()))))))))) 

 

  1. A.    Different ” Man-Made ” among others 

                   Democratic Leaderships  

 

                 /  Individual Democracy 

               /  Western - Representative Democracy 

               /  Marxist - Democratic Centralism 

               / Anarchist Direct Democracy and 

              / All Humanity Democracy decision-Making  

                         and Leadership 

 

 

 Paradox of democracy : 

                            democratic  dictatorship 

     Because by the mobile, from almost everywhere, eve-

rybody can take part in decision-making 

at the same time, to avoid a paradox of Democracy 

namely  

Democratic Dictatorship. 

As it is known, for example, in an election with result 

51 % – 49 % 

49 % must follow 51 %. 

Something which is not less than a kind of dictatorship 

namely, a Democratic Dictatorship. 

If  51 % of four years time,  

was lead by majority part and 



     49 % of four years, by minority part, 

 Then could be said democratic leadership. 

   

)))))))))))))))))))))))))((((((((((((((((((((((((( 

(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 

  

Based on  

                1.  human body’s and universe’s  

 Natural Scientific construction and function and   

              Thereby 

                Natural scientific Leadership 
                 2. existing diseases and damages in human 

body and environment,  

                              which proves that 

 

 Man made, WVLMSFTA etc. and  

                      Man made TAVDA etc. properties 

Are irrelevant to human body and environment 

                         Thereby 

All man made co- relations  

                        are not  

                 natural scientific and leaded to 

different diseases like,  

         / irrelevant co – relation with own body-  diseases 

         / irrelevant co – relation with 

                        other people - diseases 

         / irrelevant co – relation with 

                       other natural beings – diseases 

         / irrelevant social co – relation with  

                     The whole society - diseases  

                                   Like   

                      /  political co-relation diseases  



 / Economic co-relation  - diseases,  

 /Military co-relation  - diseases  

 / Nutrition – co – relation – diseases etc. 

 

  

                       (((((((((())))))))))((((((((((()))))))))) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                1. B       Religious Leaderships 

 

Based on everyday experience, 

          1. Nobody is born as Moslem, Christian, jew etc. 

           2. Nobody is born as a religious leader 

           3. Noone of the so called religious books has 

                      Been created by the MEP 

            4. no one of the so called mosques, churches etc. 

                 Is created by the MEP. 

 

 

 

                (((((((((())))))))))((((((((((()))))))))) 

 



 

 

          Does the MEP ( the Creator) 

             interfere in human life 

               by sending Messenger ? 

 ((((((((((()))))))))))((((((((())))))))))) 

According this study , 

 The MEP does not interfere , 

    In addition to points above 

1. Politically  

Nobody is born as  

King, sultan,  shah, emperor 

President, prime minister, 

Chief of the communist party etc. 

Thereby MEP has not interfered political 

 2 .  Economic 

          a. MEP has not created any kind of Money and 

           b. Has not given ownership right  of even one 



                particle not only to a single human being, even 

not to the whole humanity, Nothing in the universe is for 

owning, every thing if for 

               NS study and NS using. 

Because 

 from not discovered particles 

to the whole universe 

every natural being is a natural scientific 

book for study of human being for 

 a natural scientific life. 

Thereby , MEP has not interfered economic 

    In human life. 

3. Military   

A. By not creating a child 

  as soldier, sergeant, general etc. 

B. MEP has not created , 

  pill and bow, sword of the 

             classic  barbarians and 

Machine gun , atom bomb etc. 



Of the modern barbarian which 

Are endless worth than classic one. 

 Because, they , kill more people and , 

 damage even, earth, air, space etc. as well. 

Thereby, 

           MEP has not interfered military in human life. 

 . 

4.  Technology 

By not creating, man made innovations 

MEP does not  interfere -  technologically 

  

5 . Nutrition , 

                       not interfering in human nutrition, by 

              Not saying what people should eat or not eat.   

6. Clothing,  

              by not creating clothes,  

              MEP does not interfere in human clothing. 

                 



   herself or himself in this relation. 

7. Decision for having child  

8. Endless etc.   

((((((((((()))))))))))((((((((())))))))))) 

    

Now we go back to the question of this point 

                 Does the MEP interfere in human life 

                        by sending Messenger ? 

        ((((((()))))))))))((((((((())))))))))) 

   In this research 

    Based on, 

1. MEP has not given any kind of  

Leadership to anybody, and 

2. By giving properties like among others 

Thinking, awareness, volition, decision 

making, acting ( TAVDA) etc. 

Has given the right of thinking , 

becoming aware and choosing –  



               to human being 

 Thereby 

Again according to this study  

Sending a messenger by MEP, 

is interfering in human life and 

  Thereby  

         is impossible. 

  

  

 ((((((()))))))))))((((((((())))))))))) 

   1. C      Natural Scientific Leadership 

 
 

Essence ( software, constitution ) and 

Functional property ( application ) leadership 

 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

   This leadership is based on the natural scientific  

 

              WVLMSFTA etc. and NS properties namely, 

 



W ( will ) is NS will, not the left, right, religious etc. 

wills 

   V ( Value ) is NS value not different man-made values 

 M ( Mathematic), is NS Mathematics , not different 

ideological M 

       ( Mathematic) in political, economic  etc. relations 

S ( Structure ) is NS, not different non NS structures 

like, 

     structures of presidency, religious leader, chief of 

party, 

        employee, worker etc. –these are not NS 

F ( Function ) is NS, not man-made functions like 

those related to each person’s own body, 

being, president, religious leader, chief of party, em-

ployee, a factory or worker in any man-made factory etc. 

these are not NS functions. 

thereby they have no place in NS Leadership. 

T ( technology ) man-made technologies are not NS

 technologies, 

A ( aim ) man-made structural, functional etc. aims are  

            not NS, only NS structures and functions belongs 

to the NS aims and thereby NS Leadership. 

 Thinking, activity, living  (TAL) etc. constructions, 

 should be NS constructions, in other words, 

everybody should think, be active, live as a NS re-

searcher, 

not like today in which the absolute majority of 

people’s TTAL (thinking, talking acting and living) are 

not NS with 

all intellectual, physical, social, environmental etc. 

problems as a result. thereby, 

Man-made constructions do not belong to the NS  



                         Leadership  

        (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

Last Points: 

 

 Based on  

1. human body and the whole universe are NS Beings   

    Constructed by NS Essence namely 

      ( WVLMSFTA etc.) and 

2. Existing diseases in human body, societies and 

    Damages in earth, air, space etc.as prove for 

           Irrelevance of the man made ( WVLMSFTA etc.) 

           To human body and earth etc. 

  The only way is: 

  (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

         1.   Not using the brain  for man made 

                                  innovations, 



                                      Rather 

            2.  Using the brain for discovering  

                  needed means from  

                  human body earth and universe. Because 

                  the creation has its own technology etc. 

 (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

Three evaluation points 

 

Unimaginability 

           A natural scientific life and thereby 

       Natural scientific Leadership  

           Is unbelievable  but 

Undeniability 

                   This is undeniable that  

 Man mades are not natural scientific 

 And by not being NS  thereby, 

 They are not creation aimed means, 



 Again creation has its own technology. 

The only way 

  Is , discovery way 

                      Man mades can be used as a bridge  

                      Between , innovation and discovery.  

So long , needed means is not discovered, 

 Innovated means can be used. 

 (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

Practicability 

 Existing universe which is created 

and functions without human help is an 

undeniable prove for practicability of  

            Natural scientific life and leadership 

Even today, 

 People try to know better and      

better human body and nature  

and thereby avoid activities which damage 

human body and nature 



          thereby thy have accepted  

      natural scientific life and leadership. 

      (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

Falsification 

       Deniers should prove that, without human 

help, universe couldn’t exist and function. 

 But this negation is natural scientifically , 

impossible, because 

               Not only universe , 

                     even body of the deniers has been 

existed, before he or she becomes aware aboot 

her and his existence on the earth.  

 (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

Starting point 

                In the same way that  

                        the whole universe is created without  

                        human intellectual and physical 



                        innovations, 

                  In the same way, 

   Creation has its own technology and 

 Needed means. 

(((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 Chapter two : Personality 

 

 

 

1. among endless others 



           Four different non physical and physical 

            Parts of the human body and universe 

 

A. Physical part 

B. Non physical essence ( WVLMSFTA etc.) by 

which every natural being is designed and con-

structed. 

C. Properties, or applications, by which every being 

has different activities.in the case of human being 

Thinking, awareness, decision making etc. 

 Properties. 

        D.  MEP or Main Essence and property 

                    

(((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

II. Human mind – as example for 

     Physical - non physical parts 

 

        Human Mind itself and its contents, are 

 Neither 

 physical brain 

 Nor  

             physical beings like parents, mobile, airplane. 

 In the brain and mind. 

Two different universes : 



a. Physical parts belonging to the physical universe 

Like physical brain,  etc. and  

b. Non physical thought, like human mind and its 

contents  belonging  to the 

                                    Non physical universe. 

 in this way very easy can we touch  

             difference between non matter and matter .  

        (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

III..  Personality 

 

         As in everybody’s or individual’s 

 

      Leadership property or application which 

 

uses, among others, TAVDA, properties, and the body 

in everyday activities. as a result 

               neither, the physical part of the brain 

               nor the non-physical essence or bio. software of 

                           the brain,               

play any DCDer ( deciding, creating, developing ) role in 

the function of the brain and body, thereby again 



the Decider ( even for using the deciding prop-

erty, the deciding property can’t itself start and make 

a decision) for 

Using  
the brain and body  in human activities- 

it is every individual’s  

  non-material Personality 

           that uses the decision making and acting 

                                   properties. 

                      

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
 

In the post-democratic natural scientific societies, 

 personality will use the 

physical body  as a  NS laboratory for 

searching information about the body, nutrition  

    articles and nature, these are 

            a natural scientific encyclopedia of 

the creation in daily life, Because every physical nat-

ural creature is, 

a written book which is a materialized ( converted   

to matter) form of the MEP’s thoughts written 

with a NS alphabet in a NS language etc. for 

teaching NS researchers the creation subjects for 

a NS life, by 

          Thinking NS, Looking NS, Working NS and 

Living like NS researchers.              

(((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 
 



IV. Personality’s Different lives 

 

1..   physical life  

        Life with physical body 

2.   life without physical body 

          in sleeping time. 

 

3. both together 

 

  In daily life for example ,, two person are 

talking each other but suddenly one of them 

Despite physical presence, is not in talking 

with other part. 

In this case, personality of that individual has 

Left the physical body and is in other place. 

 

             (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

V. Aim of human creation 

Based on , trying and knowing own body, 

Nutrition articles, natural beings leads - to  

More and more natural scientific knowledge. 

  Thereby 

One of the first aims of human creation is 

Natural scientific development of every 

 individual. 

 

        (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 



 Part two 

 Chapter three : technology 

I. Starting point 

               In the same way that  

the whole universe is created 

without any human help or  

any human innovated means, 

       In the  same way 

Can the whole universe be 

researched and al problems be solved, 

Without man made intellectual and physical 

innovations. 

 

        (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

 

       II.   Time's Logic and its development  

 

One of the dimensions of the time is its division into : 

                         past – present -future 

In this Logic 

                    always 



the present is the future of the past and 

the future is as the coming present 

This means that, 

The present societies are,  

                neither past nor future societies. 
This development will continue until 

the human enters into 

the herself, himself chosen post-democratic, 

non-physical essence and property society 

without both 

a.  any man-made, physical or intellectual means and 

b.  any human and universe physical bodies 

in which 

there will not be any matter and matter related time. 

 

  

        (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

III. Natural scientific – post democratic societies  

Human intellectual and social development 

  Will leave behind  

 All  man mades and establish more and more  

Natural scientific societies among others  

A..   By searching more and more about human body ,  

       1. human being knows more and more  about  

  human body, thereby 



       2. becomes aware and more about  mistakes and their   

            results, different diseases because of 

            following man made (WVLMSFTA etc.) and 

        3. tries  replace man made (WVLMSFTA etc. 

 With natural scientific (WVLMSFTA etc.) 

Hereby goes from man made,  

                thinking, talking, acting   living etc. ( TTAL) to  

                  the natural scientific  (TTAL) etc. 

B. knowing more and more environment  

        It is the same I relation to the environment . 

      Humanity is replacing man made  

         ( WVLMSFTA etc.)  and  (TTAL) etc. with 

 Natural scientific one.  

 ((((((((())))))))((((((((()))))))) 

 

IV. Human innovations  as a bridge 

Between  present societies and  

         Future natural scientific societies. 



In process of  leaving behind  immediately ,man mades 

and replacing them with the natural scientific one,  

 Is it neither, rational nor possible  

 ( Specially in hospitals) .  

   

           They should be used as a bridge  between preset 

societies and future’s natural scientific societies.  

(((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

V.  The Creation does not lack anything, 

Based on 100 % of sciences which has constructed and  

Given function, to universe, 

And because of being 100 % 

 is perfect, 

The creation doesn’t lack anything.  

But  , 

      Instead of trying for “ discovering” needed  means 

and technologies etc. human being goes “ innovation 

way. Again but  

1 )     Man-made technological WVLMSFTA etc. 

are not Natural Scientific WVLMSFTA etc. 

  2 )  The human body’s Properties as different means 

and applications for 

human intellectual and physical activities  

are not NS too. 

Human intellectual, technological etc. development 

Will leave behind man made societies and 

Will enter NS societies without man made technology 

etc. 



As it is tried by part of researcher, 

To know more and more human body and nature and 

Avoid, man made un – natural scientific activities 

which 

Damage human body and nature. 

 

(((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

 

      In the same way that 

a.  all human properties are created 

without any human or 

any man-made means, 

        b.  all creation activities, all the time are 

       without any human help or man-made means 

 

       In the same way 

The human can do all her or his activities 

without any man-made means 

For example 

Flying without airplanes, 

both with the physical body and 

without the physical body by 

everybody’s Non-physical Personality. 

 

                 ((((((((())))))))((((((((()))))))) 

  

  

 

Practicability of the view is 

Existing and functioning universe 



Which is created and functions 

Without any human help and 

Without any man made means 

  

Falsification  of the view by 

 

Falsifying the view by proving that 

Without human intellectual help or physical innovated 

means the universe could not exists and function.. 

A prove which is absolutely , natural scientifically im-

possible because the universe and body of everybody 

Has been existed before she or he becomes aware of her 

And his existence in this universe. 

 

Three evaluation points of the views 

Unimaginability 

Living behind present man made societies and 

Thinking, talking, looking, acting, living 

Natural scientifically, without any man made    intellec-

tual and physical WVLMSFTA etc. is unimaginable but 

Undenyability 

This is undeniable that man made intellectual and physi-

cal WVLMSFTA etc. are not natural scientific and result 

of this un – natural scientifically is all human intellectual, 

physical, social, environmental etc. diseases and  



problems. 

The only way 

Based on undeniability , the only way is 

the main natural scientific WVLMSFTA etc. 

and property way. 

 (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

 

 

 

Part Three :  Chapter Four 

 

 Thought ( non matter ) – Matter 

 

Intellectual Relativity 

of everybody and the whole humanity together 

                                  and 

based on this relativity, every view is relative and 

              thereby can be up to 100 % wrong. 

Views mentioned in this book is not any exception 

            namely can be up to 100 % wrong. 

  

 (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

 



 

 Nothing point – Something point 

 

Based on this point that, 

the physical universe, including the human ( before her 

or his thinking and awareness properties start to function) 

are existing and functioning, but they are not aware of 

their own existence. Their existence and function is an 

undeniable proof for the existence of a 

       / non-physical 

       / not created 

       / before the physical universe, existed Being 

who is the Constructor and Function Giver to the una-

ware universe, Who 

is the MEP , the Main Essence (WVLMSFTA etc.) and 

Property of the universe. 

 

                      (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 

 

4 . A    Thought – Matter 

4.  B     Related to quantum physics 

4.  C    From denying the Absolute to Evolution     

 

 

 

 

                      (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 

 

 

 



4 . A    Thought – Matter 

 

 

I. What is thought  and 

                   Its existential cause ? 

        In this study 

                      Every non-physical concept, 

                      Every non-physical view, 

                      Every understanding etc. 

about something is non-matter, thereby thought, 

like the different dimensions of the WVLMSFTA etc. 

Thought has not any physical body, 

   Its existential cause is human  

A. In the case of human being 

                 “ thinking property” 

          By which everybody can think and 

 Have different non physical thoughts. 

B. In the case of universe 

    MEP or Absolute thought 

 main non physical thoughts and properties of the 

universe, who has constructed and given functions 

to universe. 

Based on “ existing universe” 

1. MEP  has been existed before  

 Physical creation, because  

  Not only beings without thinking ,awareness etc. 



           Properties, 

Even human being , In the birth time is not aware 

About her and his existence in this universe. 

Their existence and their “ unawareness “ of their  

Existence is , natural scientifically , an undeniable  

Prove for existence of MEP who has created the 

whole universe. 

2. Existential cause of the MEP is   

MEP (itself, herself, himself.) Because MEP is 

absolute, perfect etc. In this study, 

MEP is , main 100 % of different natural sci-

ences, by which the universe is constructed 

And functions. By being 100 % is absolute and 

By being absolute , is perfect and does not lack 

Anything and by not lacking anything,  

Has not any other existential cause. 

 Existential cause of MEP is MEP itself, her-

self, himself.  

3. What about, 

Everything has a creator, 

What or who is the creator of the creator ? 

It is said that : 

 everything has a creature 

Who is the creator of the creator ? 



This view is another paradox of these 

people who rejects their own view and proves 

existence of a creator. 

 

 

 By saying . 

                1.  Everything has a creator,  

                     who is the creator of the creator ? 

        In the point 1, at list in saying they accept that 

         Everything has a creator , thereby should  

 Be a creator for the universe. 

         In the point 2, 

 They say ,  

who is the creator of the creator ? 

Intellectually these people has not reached 

 to this level of definition that : 

 / creator, has not any creator and 

If somebody or something has a creator, 

      She, he, i it 

           is not any creator, it is creature. 

Thereby, 

       the creator they mention at the last hand 

                    is not creator, it is creature too. 



Related to the universe , 

 MEP , or the absolute thought as creator  

 Has not any creator because, 

      Everything which has a creator, 

       Never can be “ creator”. 

 ( human being can – use existing universe      

and innovate different things, but never can be creator 

and create something from nothing ). 

 

  

 

 (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

II. What is Matter  and 

Its existential cause ? 

 Everything, touchable by five senses, 

even with microscope, telescope etc. 

 

Including wave, particle, heat, light, not discovered 

beings, down to zero – matter level. Are material or 

physical, made of matter.  

 (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 III.    MFP  is  existential cause of the matter 

 MFP Or Matter feeling property 



 By which humanity feels, thoughts 

 With physical body Like 

Thoughts of atom, cell, human brain etc. 

In their physical forms like physical atom, 

Physical cell, physical brain and universe. 

In the same way that , 

     By seeing property, can we see, 

      By thinking property, can we think etc. 

     By MFP or matter feeling property can 

          We feel, thoughts in their physical forms. 

So long this function happens “ naturally “ 

 Without human decision. 

But in future natural scientific societies, humanity will be 

able to use it herself and himself. 

 (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

IV..    What is  MTP or 

                  Materialization of thought Property ? 

            Or converting non physical though 

To physical body like case of 

Talker – hearer in which 



By MTP thought or view of the speaker, 

    ( For example inviting for lunch) 

Coverts to physical voice. 

            

V..     What is TMP ? 

 Or thought zation of the matter property 

like 

 The case of hearer in which 

 Physical voice of the talker coverts to 

 Non physical content of the voice namely 

 Invitation. 

 

VI..    What is MFP Physics ? 

Physics based on 

Non physical MFP. 

In the same way that we can se, by “ seeing property” 

In the same way that we can hear 

 by “ hearing property etc. 

in the same way, human being, can feel different  

  non physical thoughts in their physical forms like 

  non physical essence ( WVLSFTA etc.) of atom in 

   physical atom, cell, etc. 

Without this property, 

       will not be anything physical in the universe. 



(((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

VII..  Mechanic of MFP physics 

           Related to – uncertainty superposition 

   Function and leadership of the universe 

For being  DCDer or  

 decider, creator, developer in the universe. 

      Related to the DCD, natural beings are 

                     two different groups , 

A. Those with thinking, awareness, volition, decision 

aking and acting ( TAVDA etc.) properties like 

Human being, animals, birds … 

They can think, become aware, make decision 

and do the decision I that level they can. and 

B. Remainder of universe which are without these 

properties and thereby  

Not only they are not any DCDer in their 

activities, they are not at least aware of their 

own existence. 

     This unawareness, is both for 

1. physical part of the natural 

beings and    

2.  their physics, chemistry ,   

      biological  etc.  laws, values, structures, functions etc. 

 thereby in this part of universe’s activities, 

 there is no place for 



           uncertainty, superposition, eventuality etc. 

       The DCDer in this part is MEP who is 

 100 % of all sciences by which the universe 

       Is constructed and function 

By being 100 % is absolute  thought, 

By being absolute, there is not any place 

    For any uncertainty, superposition etc. 

       Every act in this part of the universe is 

 Absolute deterministic. 

But in the case of other part, namely human being and 

others, they have thinking , awareness etc. property 

Can make decision and act but at last hand, 

 Not only every individual, 

 Even all humanity together are 

 Both physically and intellectually – relative 

  Thereby , uncertainty, superposition etc. is undeniable 

  Dimensions I human thinking and acting. 

  

     (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

VIII  “ MFP “ Societies 

a. Physical societies 

By using  



         / MFP , Matter feeling property 

         / physical five senses and 

        / Using among others eight properties  

              Physically, 

    Human being can have a physical     

            societies and universe 

b. Non physical essence and property societies 

By using,  

          / TFP, thought feeling property 

   / non physical five senses 

         / non physical eight properties, 

Human being can 

/ think non physically ( By using non physical  

  WVLMSFTA & Property of the brain  

instead of physical brain),        , 

    / become aware non physically, 

   / decide Non physically, 

  / act non physically ( as it happens for every 



    Individual’s personality in sleeping time), 

          For making aimed physical and non  

          physical changes  

Thereby 

 Have a non physical  

 TFP or thought feeling property, 

              Of WVLMSFTA & property 

                                            society and universe. 

 

 

     (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

     (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

4.  B     Related to quantum physics 

 
       I.  Uncertainty 

 

 

    Logical Paradox of the uncertainty, 

 



    When somebody talks with “ certainty” about validity 

of “ uncertainty” and determine that,  

             uncertainty is a “ right view”, 

he or she, determines with certainty, that, 

Uncertainty is a right view. 

     This determining by certainty,  

 First of all  

negates uncertainty and probability and 

becomes a paradox which negates or falsifies   

   uncertainty, probability, and  

proves correctness of  

“ certainty, predictability 

            something  he or she rejects.. 

  

II.  Human being related to 

Uncertainty, unpredictability, randomness 

Based on this point that 

/ not only everybody even 



/ all humanity together are 

both intellectually and physically “ relative”, 

In this relativity, 

They can be certain or uncertain, 

They can think, predictable and unpredictable, 

They can be determinist or indeterminist 

They can base creation on randomness or 

determinism 

Etc. in their 

Intellectual WVLMSFTA and 

Physical WVLMSFTA etc. 

Thereby 

Uncertainty, unpredictability, randomness etc. 

Is related to human being. in both 

Micro and Macro levels of the universe 

There is not any place for 

uncertainty, probability, randomness etc. 

In this relativity 



According to this study, 

The way to go is 

Discovering WVLMSFTA etc. of every natural being 

And thinking, acting and living according to them. 

thereby, 

innovations no matter intellectual or physical 

are man made and not natural scientific. 

Result of this irrelevance is, 

Human physical, intellectual, social, environmental etc. 

Diseases and problems 

 

     (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

          (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

 

4.  C    From denying the Absolute to  

                         Evolution  

    
4. C. 1    Denying absolutely   

                                   existence of an Absolute  

                    is a paradox which denies own view 

  

                    by absolutely rejecting existence of an 



                absolute and  

                       verifies existence of an absolute   

 by absolutely rejecting existence of  

                           an absolute. 

It is same uncertainty paradox in which, 

     Believer of the uncertainty who 

                      With certainty believe in uncertainty 

           This view becomes a paradox in which 

The person rejects own view by 

          Believing with certainty in uncertainty and 

Verifies the view he or she reject by rejecting with 

Certainty existence of uncertainty. 

           

 

         (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

          (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

  

 

 

4.C.2  Evolution  

                     Natural Selection and DNA  

 

    Gravity ,  Space time 

                   Mater – Energy 

           Evolution - DNA etc. 

          It is the same with  

Gravity, space time 



Matter – Energy, 

They don’t have any TAVDA properties for 

being a DCDer. Again 

 not only  

 they are not any DCDer in function of the universe, 

           they are not even aware of their existence. 

They are only two means for the MEP or the creator for 

presenting own ideas to the human being. 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Practicability of the views is 

Existing, functioning but unaware universe. 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Three evaluation points 

 

     Unimaginability 

              Living behind present man made societies and 

    Thinking, talking, looking, acting, living 

Natural scientifically, without any man made    intellec-

tual and physical WVLMSFTA etc. 

 is unimaginable but  

  Undeniability  

           This is undeniable that man made intellectual 



and physical WVLMSFTA etc. are not natural scien-

tific and result of this un – natural scientifically is 

All human intellectual, physical, social, environmental 

Etc. diseases and problems. 

 

    The only way 

 Based on undeniability , the only way is 

        the main natural scientific WVLMSFTA etc. 

        and property way. 

 

 

 (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

          (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

 

  4.C.3       Big Bang 

 

    For becoming ( DCDer )  

                       Decider, Creator, Developer, 

the creatures should have, 

at least ( TAVDA)  thinking, awareness, volition, 

deciding and acting properties or applications, 

like the human . but 

the black hole, singularity, the big bang, have 

Neither TAVDA properties nor applications, 

Nor, seeing, hearing etc. properties. 

Is this right, believing in that 

the existing universe is made by these 

man-made things which, 

Absolutely can’t think, 



                                 Absolutely can’t be aware 

Absolutely can’t decide 

Absolutely can’t see anything, 

Absolutely can’t hear something, etc. 

In other words, 

The Universe is made by 

“ Absolute ignorance “ 

“absolute unawareness “ 

“ Absolute blindness “, 

“ Absolute deafness “, etc. 

Namely the big bang. 

 

                   (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

      (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Part Four 

 Natural scientific  

                     Home universities  

            In 

 Creation university 

 

        Every natural creature is 

             / a natural scientific book with 

          / its, her, his WVLMSFTA etc. as its content, 

       / materialized in physical body of the creature. 

 Thereby 

   

Libraries 

               In every point of the universe 

        / there are different creatures as 

        / different books in it 

Which makes the place as a library or home 

library for    those who living there. 

Laboratories 

 These libraries, are at the same time for 

 Research on 

   a..  Thought- ization of matter  

Or converting physical body 

To non physical WVLMSFTA etc. and 

properties 

   b..  Materialization of the thought 

Converting non physical thoughts 

To the physical body like all 

Human innovation thoughts 

In innovated means 

 And all human activities as 

Result of the non physical  “ thoughts” 



behind them 

              ((((((((())))))(((((()))))))((((((())))))) 

 

  

 

 Chapter five  

 Chapter six               

 

(((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

      (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

 

Chapter five 

 Natural scientific  

     Essence ( WVLMSFTA et.) and  

     Property ( TAVDA etc. ) Societies 

 

              ((((((((())))))(((((()))))))((((((())))))) 

 

I..    Physical Home Universities related to 

 

MFPS   

“ Matter Feeling Property” Societies or 

Human Societies with using “ MFP” 

Or 

Post-Democratic Physical Natural Scientific 

Essence (software ) and Property( application) Societies. 

Without man made intellectual and physical means 



With the human physical body and the physical uni-

verse by 

             Using MFP or Matter Feeling Property 

 

  An replacing example for Chapter five 

 

 Natural scientific societies, without any man made 

intellectual and physical innovation means, 

 Which will be replaced by 

natural scientific discovered means, 

for example, present existing man made internet, will be 

replaced by, 

ca.  8 000 000 000 People non physical " mind " as 

Natural scientific internet, 

in which, 

 

everybody's " mind " is her or his " website in this 

internet. 

   

 

        (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

II..    Starting point 

                              Choosing  

        Natural scientific way of research and living 

 

  In the same way that, 

                  the MEP or the Main Essence and Property, or 

                 /  Main WVLMSFTA etc. of the universe and 



                 /  Main TAVDA etc.  affects   

                                                    in natural creatures  

                      and makes aimed changes, 

          without any need to human help of  

          without any man made means. again  

In the same way,  

                             can human being, make changes 

       in her and his  

/ intellectual body (sum of every personality’s  

                                WVLMSFTA etc. thoughts and 

/ physical body and 

/ do  changes in other people and  

/ other creatures 

Outside her and his body, 

Again in the same way which happens 

In everyday life, 

    in human body and the whole universe, 

    both in micro and macro levels  

   

        (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

  III.   Time's Logic and its development   

 

One of the dimensions of the time is its division into : 

                         past – present -future 

In this Logic 

                    always 

the present is the future of the past and 

the future is as the coming present 

This means that, 

 



The present societies are,  

          neither past 

        nor future societies. 

 
This development will continue until 

the human enters into 

the herself, himself chosen post-democratic, 

non-physical essence and property society 

without both 

a.  any man-made, physical or intellectual means and 

b.  any human and universe physical bodies 

in which 

there will not be any matter and matter related time. 

  

        (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

Unimaginability,  

NS societies seem to be unimaginable, but at the   

same time, 

Undeniable 

It is undeniable that man-made things are not NS and 

thereby irrelevant to the natural universe. hereby 

Present studies based on, only existing man made em-

pirical reality are wrong because, 

1. Is not based on the human body’s and nature’s 

Natural scientific empirical reality, and thereby, 

 

Have a wrong basis, 

2. Have not any goal specially NS goal, because 

They take only existing man made realities, 



                  Thereby 

These studies 

a. Has not NS basis, 

b. Has not any NS goal and 

c.Is only a study without NS basis and goal.  

The only way, 

                  Because of the invalidity of the man-made in-

tellectual and physical means, will humanity 

leave behind man-made societies and will enter into the 

post-democratic or Natural Scientific societies 

with every home as an home university. 

 

        (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



      ((((((((((((())))))))))))))))(((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))) 

 

About dying 
Only physical creatures who or which 

need water, food, air for living, they will die but not the 

Individuality, Personality, properties etc. which 

have not any physical body and have not any need for air, 

water, food etc. 

Non Physical living property and life after physical 

death 

One of the best definitions for “ living property” is “ dead 

body “ in dead body, Physical body is existing but has 

not living function, thereby living property should be a “ 

non physical “ being, thereby, because of “ not being “ 

physical, 

The Non physical personality, will continue, her and his 

non physical life in a non physical natural scientific 

society. 

 

     ((((((((((((())))))))))))))))(((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))  

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



 

Chapter six   

 

 Non Physical Home Universities  

  

        Without MFP Societies or 

         Without Matter Feeling Property, societies or 

Post-Democratic 

  Non-Physical Natural Scientific 

     Essence and Property Societies 

       Without both 

                 Man made mean and 

            Without 

 human physical body,  physical universe. 

 

((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))(((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))) 

 

 

 

I. Non physical and physical in human body  

 

/ physical “ brain, 

/  non physical “ Mind “ 

/ non physical “ personality” 

 

 

 

 Non physical life of’ 

 Everybody’s “ Mind “ In which, 

 Neither mind  



 Nor its contents are physical, 

 Both of them are non physical.  

1.     Physical universe  

               related to the Mind : examples 

/  Physical body of parents 

/  Physical body of a Mobile 

/  Physical body of an airplane  

       2.  Human brain 

          A. Physical part of the Brain which  

               Can be seen, touched physically. 

         B. Brain’s non physical properties or  

             applications 

  By which physical impulses reached to brain 

  Coverts to non physical thoughts or concepts 

  For ex.  

Impulse from parents, mobile, airplane etc.     

converts to 

                      Non physical concept of the parents, 



        Mobile, airplane etc. and 

 Saves in non physical Mind. 

     What is existing in the mind 

Neither are physical brain 

Nor physical parents, physical mobile, 

Physical airplane etc. 

Both mind itself and its contents are 

    Non physical thoughts or concepts etc.,  

4.  the Mind      

             Is like an biological USB, in which are all 

              non physical information collected. 

        5.     Non physical – physical togetherness 

                 One of very strange but very butiful functions 

      In the universe is togetherness and cooperation of the  

 Matter and non matter ,  

 Like cooperation between  

   Non physical Mind and physical brain or 

Mind with physical body and 



 Physical universe. 

Small summary: Non matter – Matter 

 Mind and its contents, are 

 Neither 

 physical brain 

 Nor  

             physical beings like parents, mobile, airplane. 

Two different universes : 

c. Physical parts belonging to the physical universe 

Like physical brain,  etc. and  

d. Non physical thought, like human mind and its 

contents  belonging  to the 

                                    Non physical universe. 

 in this way very easy can we touch  

             difference between non matter and matter .  

            ((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 

 

 

II..    Personality’s Different lives 

 



1..   physical life  

        Life with physical body 

2.   life without physical body 

          in sleeping time. 

 

3. both together 

 

  In daily life for example ,, two person are 

talking each other but suddenly one of them 

Despite physical presence, is not in talking 

with other part. 

In this case, personality of that individual has 

Left the physical body and is in other place. 

  In this case, there are those who say that 

 It is individual’s thoughts or mind which 

 Has moved to other place, 

   but according to this study, 

          /  Human mind and thoughts, have not any 

 Thinking , awareness, deciding etc.  

                      Properties and thereby, 

          /   are not aware of 

Their own  existence, 

          /   they are different properties or applications   

              which are used by personality 

 in using the physical body in her or his  

 activities . 

  

  thereby, 

 human mind, human awareness,  

                      decision making, act etc. 

         are not by mind, awareness, decision 

making etc. properties,  



 

         they are including awareness property. 

 

 The cause that awareness property is not aware for its 

own existence is this point, that 

 

 it has not among others “ thinking property” for thinking 

and becoming aware , it gives only awareness to person-

ality of every individual who  use thinking  property and 

becomes aware. 

 

            ((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 

 

III.  Non physical life and activities 

                 Before 

        Every physical act of the brain  

 
 if some non physical Personality, for example will talk 

about something,  
1.by using non material “ thinking “ property thinks 

    to do something, ex. talking.  

2. by Using non material decision making, 

        property   makes a  decision   ex. talking . by 

3.  Using non material “ affecting property, for 

4.  affects in non material talking property or  

     application of the brain and 

5.  Affects in physical organ of talking and there after 

6.  non physical personality , talks physically . 

      Thereby, physical act of talking is  

           result of  5 non - physical acts.  
In other words, 



          Non physical life gives form and function 

 To the physical life. 

 

This means that even today, 

 

       Every non physical  

       personality has mainly a 

       Non physical active life 

 
 
  

            ((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 

 
 

  

  IV.  MEP’s  Guiding Leadership 

                       not deciding leadership 

 

1. Beings with  

                       among others ( TAVDA) etc. 

    Thinking, awareness, volition, deciding, 

        acting etc. properties. This group because 

of having mentioned property, 



  they are decider, innovator ( not creator) and 

developer. MEP has a guiding role in this group 

MEP shows them result of their activities in 

their bodies, societies, environment etc.   

In this part of the universe, 

       MEP shows result of all human activities  

in  nutrition, political, economic, social, techno-

logical, environmental etc. diseases 

       and problems in human body, society and nature. 

   By this showing, MEP plays “ 

          Guiding leadership ( Like a tourist guide ) 

         not deciding or determining leadership. 

 

 

2. Beings without  ( TAVDA etc.) 

     This group because of , not having among 

others mentioned properties, 

 a. not only the don’t have DCD properties, 

         b. they are not aware even of their 

               existence in this universe. 

In this part of the universe,  

MEP is,  the “ Absolute Decider”. 



        (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

      

III..  Practicability 

 

       Of these views, is, existing, functioning 

           But unaware universe. 

 

Falsifying, 

 Falsifier should prove that 

         / there is not any non physical personality 

         / there is not any non physical essence or 

WVLMSFTA etc. by which physical body is constructed, 

         / there is not non physical properties like 

 TAVDA & DCD by which 

             Human activities are organized and function. 

 

According to this study, 

     this falsification “ natural scientifically is impossible, 

Because, 

/  without personality, there will not be any  

administrator, for organizing, intellectual and    

physical activities of every individual 

        /  Without, non physical WVLMSFTA etc. 

              there will not be any, construction as 

             cells, different organs and the whole human  

             body. 

/ Without non physical TAVDA & DCD  

       properties there will not be any activity . 

 

         

(((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 



 

Thereby, 

               Not only in the past, 

               Not only in the present time,  

               Even in future so long human being exists, 

 This non physical life 

                 / has been existed, 

                 / is existing and 

                 / will be existed   

                    This “ existence “ is  natural scientifically 

                             absolutely not falsifiable. 

 

   

        (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

 

 

Three other evaluation basis of views 

 

1. Unimaginability 

Establishing natural scientific societies and   

living a natural scientific life without 

Any human innovated intellectual or physi-

cal means, 

     Seems to be unimaginable but  

2. Undeniability 

     It is undeniable, that 

 Man made innovations are not  

 Natural scientific means and  

                    As it has been mentioned, 

In the same way that, 

Not discovered beings, particles, atom, 



cell ,human brain, earth, sun and the whole 

universe, are created and function  

without any human help or man made 

means or innovations, 

             In the same way, can humanity  

                       Discover Natural scientific means 

    and solve all his and her 

Intellectual, physical, social, technological   

environmental etc. problems, 

Without any need for man made means or 

innovations. 

 3.. the only way 

 The only right way is, 

     Natural scientific discovery way. 

 

   ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
  

  

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

                        

                You are welcome, by sending your views  

                        to the following address  

           

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

                      

www.futuresocieties.net 

           

info@futuresocieties.net 

             

universeview@futuresocieties.net 

  

                      ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 
  
   


